SOIL APPLICATION ON PEPPER AND EGG‐PLANT:
CONVENTIONAL AND BIO‐FERTIGATION (2013)
&
FOLIAR APPICATION ON BASIL ‐ 2013 (code 2207BAS13)

“Landlab” is a team of Agronomists and Landscape planners developing and counselling on
environmental issues.
"Land" recalls earth, territory and landscape. "Lab" recalls a laboratory, a place to design ideas
and projects and a space for craftsmanship of the mind.
Landlab was founded in 1983 as "Agronomi Associati" with the operational field of planning parks,
gardens and territory. In the early ‘90's, the company grew into research and development activities
on turfs in partnership with the University of Padova, (Faculty of Agricultural Science), before
becoming a point of reference on turf research for the seeds industry. In 2005, Agronomi Associati
was renamed in Landlab Studio Associato srl.
Today Landlab is a consulting company, leading R&D in conventional and organic farming on
horticulture, nursery, fruit trees, turf grass for different subjects of the agricultural sector with test
trials on its fields in Vicenza and hosted by farmers. As a main point of its historical development,
Landlab still follows successfully the activities of land planning, environmental assessment and
landscape design for Italian private and municipalities associations.
Fundamentals to the inner discussion and balance between practical experience level and the
targeted high scientific knowledge are sincere and engaged cooperation with local authorities,
private companies and professionals conjugated with strong relations and partnerships to all the
major faculties of agricultural science in Italy, universities and research institutes in Europe and
overseas.
Landlab is member and holds the secretary of the "European Turf grass Society".
Project approach
Landlab pursues a holistic approach in every project and is particularly active in developing technical
skills and approaches to the transformation of landscape and developing new raw materials
following the concepts of sustainable development and increasing stability and efficiency of the
systems (agricultural, landscape, natural spots).
Organic plant nutrition ‐ Liquid and solid organic fertilizers for organic agriculture
Low impact approach in agriculture and in the management of urban parks and gardens are two
issues Landlab pays great attention to in order to increase the sustainability of the processes.
For this reason Landlab, in collaboration with organic fertilizer producing companies and universities
carries on several studies concerning:
 evaluation of nutritional efficiency of solid organic fertilizers in open field cereal productions
(also combining a long‐term crop rotation effect with different growing methods);
 evaluation and improvement of the performances shown by organic fertilizers on turf grass and
on horticulture;
 Study and definition of bio stimulant effects of protein and hydrolyzed proteins on different
crops (i.e. maize, strawberry, salads varieties).
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SOIL TEST on PEPPER and EGGPLANT,
LEAF TEST on BASIL (Landlab srl., 2013)
Preamble:
The field test at Landlab was ordered by Protan AG and carried out in 2013. The second year
of trials, part of a multi‐year collaboration and research project started in 2012.
The research project has been defined as:
‐ Increasing the performance of crop plants by organic bio‐stimulation and nutrition ‐
Assessment of the effects and effectiveness of hydrolyzed protein in
Foliar and soil application

Specification of products applied on soil
Product
Appearance
Organic matter
Nitrogen Total
Nitrogen Organic
Organic Carbon

DIAMIN®Basic
Liquid / water soluble
41.0 %
6.8 %
6.6 %
23.4%

AMINOSOL®
Liquid / water soluble
60% Hydrolyzed protein
9%
9%
‐

Values according to product label are not analytically confirmed
Values expressed as tel quel (as is) in weight percentage, % (w/w)
Table 1

Chart 1
Aminogramm by SAINT NOLFF ‐ DEPARTEMENT CHIMIE ‐INVIVO LABS ‐ CS 40234 – FR‐56011 VANNES Cedex; According to
Method HPLC; regulation 152/2009 from the 27.01.2009; analysis tolerance +/‐ 0.60 gr

Specification of products applied on leaf
Product

DIAMIN®Basic

DIAMIN®Power

AMINOSOL®

TERRA‐SORB®Foliar

Appearance
Organic matter
Nitrogen Total
Nitrogen Organic
Organic Carbon
Free amino acids

Liquid / WS
41.0 %
6.8 %
6.6 %
23.4%
> 7%

Liquid / WS
44.5%
7.3%
6.9%
25%
> 20%

Liquid / WS
60%
9%
9%
‐
‐

Liquid / WS
14.8%
2.1%
2.1%
‐
9.3%

With the exception of total and free amino acids, the values of the product label are not analytically confirmed
Values expressed as Tel Quel (as is) in weight percentage, % (w/w)
WS: Water Soluble
Table 2

Chart 2

Chart 3
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Soil application of Diamin®Basic : pepper and eggplant trial
Rossella Bortolaso, Adriano Altissimo, Lisanna Peserico

ABSTRACT
The application of Diamin®Basic to the soil
has been tested both for a standard practice
(conventional application) and for the
organic farming. The comparison was
between the Diamin®Basic
and a
commercial
reference
(Aminosol
of
Lebosol), with not fertilized and not
fertigated entries having a NPK pre-planting
fertilization. Relevant differences in favour
of Diamin®Basic are reported for the final
yield, but also for the volume of plants (aerial
biomass) and for the presence/absence of
damaged fruits.
KEYWORDS E GLOSSARY
ANOVA: Analysis of variance
WS: Water Soluble
Keywords: fertigation, Diamin®Basic , organic
practice, conventional practice.

ammonium nitrate, superphosphate and potassium
sulfate. The remaining 10% has been applied in
fertigation, by hand, in 6 applications (2,7 Unit at
time).
For pepper (organic practice), the basal nutrition has
been done with and organic N fertilizer (Bioilsa 10
Export), phosphate rock and potassium sulfate. The
basal nutrition was at 80% of the total N demand; the
remaining 20% has been applied in fertigation in 6
times (3 Unit of N at time).
The application of the product has been made by
hand: every plant received 200 ml of the product
diluted in water. The not treated entries received the
same amount of water.
Applications have been made weekly, starting 4
weeks after transplanting.
Specifications of the trials are arranged as follows.
The plot consists in 6 plants for both culture, but the
dimension of the plot is different. For pepper the
distance between rows is 50 cm, and 30 cm between
plants. For eggplant it is 100 cm between rows and
45 cm between plants.
To avoid the spread of the product between plants
of different plots, a buffer strip has been planted
with pepper plants at each side of each plot.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The application of Diamin®Basic to soil has been
tested in standard practice (conventional
application) and also in organic farming. For the
conventional study the model plant is the eggplant
(Long Eggplant variety), and for the organic
application the model plant is the pepper (Red
Pepper variety).
The conventional practice consists in a basal
application of mineral fertilizer before transplanting
(the amount can vary between 40 and 90% of the
total N). The remaining amount of N is supplied with
the organic fertilizer given in 3‐7 applications.
In the organic agriculture, WS (water soluble)
fertilizers are replaced with organic fertilizers, also
WS, or with liquids, such as hydrolyzed proteins, dry
blood and distiller's residue.
In particular, for the eggplant (conventional
practice), 90% of the total N has been applied with

Fig. 2. Schematic description of the trial design with buffer
strips. The plot with the same colour are replicates of the same
entry: completely randomize block.

A black mulching textile covered the soil.
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The assessments were: plants dimension,
production (yield), number of flower, damaged fruits
(not marketable fruits). In addition the fruits have
been divided in to different classes, weight
depending (marketable size). Pictures below show
peppers and eggplant of trials.

Eggplant
The transplant of eggplants has been done the 15th
May, just after the basal application of mineral
fertilizers (90% of the total N demand, 160 U).
Three weeks after, an additional very low amount of
liquid fertilizer was applied. This application was
needed because plants were very small and still
under planting stress. After this implementation the
application of the two products started.
Assessments of volume and number of flowers
started one month after transplanting and only after
6 applications of the products we started with the
harvest of fruits.
The results regarding the volume of plants are
reported below (Table 1): the only entry significantly
different from the “not fertilized” is Diamin®Basic.
entry
Not fertilized
No Fertigation
Aminosol (Lebosol)
DiaminBasic

volume (dm3) 20.08.13
100
****
114
**** ****
116
**** ****
145
****

Table. 1. Statistical analysis of the volume of eggplant at the
end of the cycle. Results reported in %. One‐way analysis of
variance (one‐way ANOVA), Duncan test with Alfa= 0,05.

The number of flowers was monitored during the
whole period of the trial and reflects the production
results (see chart below and table 2).
total number of eggplant flower

Fig. 1. Peppers and eggplant at Landlab site.
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irrigators. The amount of water to be applied has
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evapotranspiration.
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Model plants used for these trials are both
Solanaceae. To this family belongs also the tomato,
model plant used often to understand the
physiological response to product or different kind of
stress. In all these cases the results obtained can be
transferred to all horticulture crops, and can give an
idea of witch pathways are affected.
In this work results for Eggplant and for Pepper will
be reported.

Not fertilized

No Fertigation

Aminosol (Lebosol)

DiaminBasic

Fig. 2. Total final number of eggplant flowers representation

entry
Not fertilized
No Fertigation
Aminosol (Lebosol)
DiaminBasic

tot number flower (%)
100
****
135
**** ****
164
**** ****
187
****

Table. 2. Statistic analysis of the sum of the total number of
flower of eggplant. Results reported in %. One‐way analysis of
variance (one‐way ANOVA), Duncan test with Alfa= 0,05.
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Again, the difference between the not fertilized
entry and the Diamin®Basic is the most solid one. It
has been noticed that the differences, in volume and
flowers, between Diamin®Basic and other entries
started to be significant after the fourth treatment.
The harvest of fruits started two months after
planting. During the harvest the fruits have been
divided in four different classes, depending on the
weight.

cumulated production of eggplant (g): average of 4 replicates
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Fig. 3. Trend of the eggplant production during all the trial

In this trial fruits belong all to the second class: the
average weight of all harvested fruits is 160 g. Below
is reported the table with the total number of fruits
harvested (Table 3).
entry
Not fertilized
No Fertigation
Aminosol (Lebosol)
DiaminBasic

tot n eggplants
100
****
180
****
184
****
187
****

Pepper
The transplant of pepper occurred on May 15th, just
after the soil application of mineral fertilizers (80%
of the total N demand, 160 Unit).
Four weeks after the transplant, started the
application of the two products.
The difference between fertilized and not fertilized
entry were clear already at the beginning of
treatments (see Fig. 4 A and B).
A

Table. 3. Statistical analysis of the sum of the total number of
eggplant fruits. Results reported in %. One‐way analysis of
variance (one‐way ANOVA), Duncan test with Alfa= 0,05.

The final yield for this crop reported better results
for the Diamin®Basic. The difference in percentage is
not very remarkable comparing to the commercial
reference (see table 4), but the trend is confirmed in
all the assessment.

entry

B

final
cumulated
production
(%)

Not fertilized
100
****
No Fertigation
173
****
Aminosol (Lebosol)
181
****
DiaminBasic
183
****
Table. 4. Statistical analysis of the final production of eggplant
fruits. Results reported in %. One‐way analysis of variance
(one‐way ANOVA), Duncan test with Alfa= 0,05.

Here is reported also the trend of the eggplant
production during all the trial (Figure 3).

Fig. 3. Picture of a fertilized plot (A) and not fertilized one (B).

This picture has been taken after one application of
products: the difference is mainly caused by the solid
basal fertilization. Anyway, the difference between
the fertilized entries started to open after the first
application of products.
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The plants volume has been calculated by using the
height and the width of plants, assuming that the
final volume is similar to a cylinder. The volume at
the end of the cycle has been compared to the
volume at the beginning of the cycle, measured just
before the first treatments (see table 5).

This information is then transferred to the total
number of fruits produced, thus the final yield.
The harvest of fruits started two months after
transplanting time. During the harvest four different
classes of pepper, based on the weight, have been
established.

Entry
Not fertilized
Aminosol (Lebosol)
No Fertigation
DiaminBasic

Class 1: < 150 g
Class 2: 150 ‐ 200 g
Class 3: 201 – 250 g
Class 4: > 250 g

volume Tfin/T0
8,7
****
10,6
**** ****
14,2
**** ****
15,6
****

Table. 5. Statistical analysis of the volume of pepper. Results
reported comparing the final volume to the initial one (ratio).
One‐way analysis of variance (one‐way ANOVA), Duncan test
with Alfa= 0,05.

This table shows the differences between
Diamin®Basic and the other entries. After 6
applications the volume increased 15 times,
comparing to the 10 times for Aminosol: the
difference is remarkable and statistically significant.
The number of pepper flowers has been evaluated
after the first applications of product as before there
were not flowers.
The chart below reports the total number of flowers
counted during the cycle (Fig.4), and the statistical
analysis follows (Tab. 6).

In this trial there are information’s for all different
classes. Below is reported the table with the number
of total fruits harvested (Tab. 7).
Entry
tot n pepper
Not fertilized
100
****
Aminosol (Lebosol)
297
****
No Fertigation
335
****
DiaminBasic
381
****
Table. 7. Statistical analysis of the sum of the total number of
pepper fruits. Results reported in %. One‐way analysis of
variance (one‐way ANOVA), Duncan test with Alfa= 0,05.

This information is reported also in the chart below
(Fig. 5).
total number of pepper
35

total number of pepper flower
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Not fertilized
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Fig. 4. Total final number of eggplant flowers representation

Entry
Not fertilized
Aminosol (Lebosol)
No Fertigation
DiaminBasic

Aminosol
(Lebosol)

No Fertigation

DiaminBasic

Fig. 5. Total final number of pepper representation

tot number of flower
100
****
153
**** ****
154
**** ****
175
****

Table. 6. Statistical analysis of the sum of the total number of
flower of pepper. Results reported in %. One‐way analysis of
variance (one‐way ANOVA), Duncan test with Alfa= 0,05.

The Diamin®Basic entry has, also with pepper, the
best production of flowers.
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Fig. 6. Trend of the pepper production during all the trial
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The production of pepper has been divided into four
classes, and for each class data have been analysed
separately.
The analysis of the total number of pepper and the
average weight for each class is reported below (Fig.
7 A, B, C, D).
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Here is reported also the trend of the pepper
production during all the trial (Figure 6).

3000

N pepper class 2 (151200g)
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weight pepper class 2
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tot number of fruits

166

)tot number of pepper

final
cumulated
entry
production
(%)
Not fertilized
100
****
Aminosol (Lebosol)
544
****
No Fertigation
564
****
DiaminBasic
619
****
Table. 8. Statistical analysis of the yield of pepper fruits. Results
reported in %. One‐way analysis of variance (one‐way ANOVA),
Duncan test with Alfa= 0,05.

B
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The total yield of pepper is higher for Diamin®Basic
as well (see Tab. 8)
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Fig. 7. Charts with the total number of pepper fruit and the
average weight for each class. A: class 1, B: class 2, C: class 3, D:
class 4.

Those charts are clear: Diamin®Basic is the entry that
gives the bigger pepper on the average, and more
number of fruits comparing to the other entries in
the first two classes. In class 3 and 4 Diamin®Basic
didn’t give the higher number of pepper, but still the
average weight of pepper is the highest.
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Anyway the most important classes in this trial were
the class I and the class II. Below, the reason (Tab.9)
average weight (g)
152,8 g
% class 1
54,3 %
% class 2
34,9 %
% class 3
8,5 %
% class 4
2,3 %
Table. 9. Analysis of the impact of each class to the total
production.

This information can be summarized with the total
amount of fruits/entry divided in the four classes
(Fig. 8).
commercial class distribution
100%
90%
80%
70%
class 4 (>251g)

60%

class 3 (201-250g)

50%

class 2 (151-200g)

40%

class 1 (<150g)

30%
20%
10%
0%
Aminosol
(Lebosol)

DiaminBasic

No Fertigation

Not fertilized

Fig. 7. Chart with the total weight of each class of pepper fruit
referred to the total production (100%).

The number of red and damaged fruits was not high,
so probably the statistic has not to be considered
(the error is high). Anyway here is reported the
analysis of the total number of red and damaged
fruits cumulated during the whole period (Tab 10
and 11).
Entry
tot number of bad fruits
DiaminBasic
2,8
****
Aminosol (Lebosol)
3,0
****
No Fertigation
3,0
****
Not fertilized
5,5
****
Table. 10. Analysis of the total number of damaged fruits
Entry
tot number of red fruits
Aminosol (Lebosol)
0,5
****
Not fertilized
1,5
**** ****
No Fertigation
1,5
**** ****
DiaminBasic
2,3
****
Table. 11. Analysis of the total number of red fruits

The Diamin®Basic gave the fewer amounts of
damaged fruits and the higher amount of red
pepper.

DISCUSSION
The standard total yield for both the crops has been
reached (27 ton/ha for eggplant and 54 ton/ha for
pepper), and there are many interesting data
collected.
Diamin®Basic is the best entry looking at the total
production.
Diamin®Basic and Aminosol have both a quantity of
free amino acids. For Diamin®Basic there are
minimum 7 free amino acids where those for
Aminosol are not reported. The level of total N is
different in the two products, but it has been
equalized.
The trial with conventional fertilizers (eggplant) gave
fewer differences between the fertilized entries. This
could be due to the too much high contribution of
the basal fertilization (90% of the total N). The trend
in all assessments shows Diamin®Basic as the best
entry, but the difference with the Aminosol and not
fertigated entry is small and not significant. After one
month from the last application there is a higher
difference in production, in favour of Diamin®Basic,
but still with no statistic difference.
In the “organic trial” with pepper, the statistic (the
ranking) is more or less the same of the eggplant
trial, but looking at numbers there is a higher
difference between entries. The volume of pepper
plants is much higher with Diamin®Basic compared to
the other entries. Looking at the ranking sometimes
the not fertigated entry gives better results
compared to peppers treated with Aminosol.
The higher production and higher average weight of
pepper leads us to indicate Diamin®Basic as the best
entry.
This product seems to give to the plant a better
physiological balance, leading to a higher production
of fruit higher biomass volume as well.
This result confirms that Diamin®Basic is performing
both in conventional agriculture and in the organic
farming. To get even more significant results it could
be useful the use of a higher quantity of product in
the conventional farming up to the 20% of the total
N demand.
Hydroponic‐like system test
In order to better clarify and understand the efficacy
of Diamin®Basic we run another test, in a hydroponic‐
like system.
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Diamin®Basic was here tested at 4 different levels: 1,
2, 4, and 8 ml/L of solution.
The model plant used was corn, sown in 7x7x18cm
pots with pure silica sand. One plot is composed by
10 pots, with 4 replicates. After the 3rd application
of Soluplant (a Water soluble fertilizer with Trace
Elements) at 1g/L (30 ml at time of nutritive
solution), Diamin®Basic has been applied at four
different levels (1, 2, 4 and 8 ml/litre) for 2 times, in
2 weeks (30 ml solution/ application).
One week after the second application, fresh
biomass and roots have been weighted.
Results are reported below (Tab. 12, 13)
fresh
COD biomass/pl
ot (g)
Not treated
Not treated
13
26,7
****
DiaminBasic_1 1 ml/l
3
29,0
****
DiaminBasic_2 2 ml/l
6
29,4
****
DiaminBasic_4 4 ml/l
9
29,8
****
DiaminBasic_8 8 ml/l
12
30,4
****
Table. 11. Analysis of the final biomass of corn: the average has
been made between 4 replicates (10 plant per replicate).
Entry

Level

root
COD biomass/pl
ot (g)
DiaminBasic_8 8 ml/l
12
27,1
****
Not treated
Not treated
13
29,8
****
DiaminBasic_4 4 ml/l
9
30,9
****
DiaminBasic_1 1 ml/l
3
32,1
****
DiaminBasic_2 2 ml/l
6
33,8
****
Table. 12. Analysis of the final biomass of root: the average has
been made between 4 replicates (10 plant per replicate).
Entry

Level

plant doesn’t have to put a lot of energy in the roots
to reach nutrients and the saved energy is
transferred to the fresh biomass (marketable part).
Looking at the levels of application it is possible to
make a comparison between this “in vivo” trial and
the trial “in natura” (pepper and eggplant).
In the “in vivo” test the levels of N/plants used are:
0.005 – 0.01 – 0.02 – 0.04 g of N/application. In the
test “in natura” the level is 0.45 – 1.62 g of
N/application.
In the “in vivo” trial, the N applied is very low and
cannot be seen as an extra nutrient. Thus, the
measured increase in biomass, can be assumed to be
the consequence of a physiological change induced
by the product itself.
In the second case the N level has an impact on the
nutritional level but also, very probably, in some
pathways, determining a clear or even significant
increase in the whole plant expression, not
explainable with simple nutritional reasons.
This last trial confirms again that the application of
organic Nitrogen, animal derived, even if with a
relatively low level of free amino acid, is leading to
an increase in expression of the plants with a better
growth development.

With this analysis is clear that the most productive
entry is the Diamin®Basic at the highest level: 8 ml/L.
It is also interesting to look at the root/shoot ratio
reported below (Tab. 13)
Root/shoot
ratio
DiaminBasic_8 8 ml/l
12
0,89
****
DiaminBasic_4 4 ml/l
9
1,04
**** ****
Not treated
Not treated
13
1,11
****
DiaminBasic_1 1 ml/l
3
1,12
****
DiaminBasic_2 2 ml/l
6
1,15
****
Table. 12. Analysis of the root/shoot ratio (RS ratio): the lower
it is the best it is.
Entry

Level

COD

This ratio should be read as follow: the lower is the
ratio the best is the entry. This assumption explains
that the biomass of roots is not too elevated
compared to the corn biomass. This means that the
LANDLAB srl. - via Quintarello, 12/A - 36050 Quinto Vicentino (VI) - Italia
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Foliar application of DiaminBasic and DiaminPower: basil trial
Rossella Bortolaso, Adriano Altissimo, Lisanna Peserico
ABSTRACT
The foliar application of biostimulants has been
tested with basil as model plant. The comparison
is between the Diamin®Basic, Diamin®Power,
two commercial reference (Aminosol of Lebosol
and TerraSorb of Bioiberica), the not treated
entry. It has been also tested the addition of an
adjuvant (Liberate) to check if the product can
penetrate more easily the leaf surface. The trial
did not give clear results with all the entries: all
the plots seems to be very similar to each other.
KEYWORDS & GLOSSARY
Fig. 1. Trial design

ANOVA: Analysis of variance
DIA: Digital Analysis Image
LGC: Leaving Ground Cover
Keywords: foliar application, Diamin®Basic,
Diamin®Power.

Treatments have been made with a specific
LANDLAB made device (see Fig. 2) with electrical
movement and compressed‐air distribution of the
product, all at the same level: 2L/ha.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The foliar application of Diamin®Basic has been
tested with basil as model plant. Using basil is
possible to do many treatments and is also possible
to harvest many times to obtain more data.
Plots have been set up with 8 plants, at 33 cm
distance (within row and between rows). The
disposition of plots was dependent on the device
used for treatments (see Fig 1).
All around the four big rows there were strips with
plants of basil to reduce the side effect. The
irrigation system has been established with
drippers. The applied water was calculated
depending on the evapotranspiration.

Fig. 2. Picture of the precise tool used to apply products.

The quantity of water used to dissolve the product
is 170 L/ha. It has tested also the addition of an
adjuvant (Liberate), to check if the product is helping
on a better penetration. Here a picture (Fig. 3) made
just after the product application: the machine can
spray very even the product therefore it can be
more easily absorbed from the plant.
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has been made every 10 days cutting basil at 15 cm
height, to allow the plant to continue the
photosynthesis. Here two pictures that show the
harvest of basil (Fig. 5).
A

Fig. 3. Picture of the product spread on basil leaves.

It has been applied also a black mulchin textile.
The assessments were: plants dimension, fresh
biomass, percentage of LGC (Leaving ground Cover)
of each plot.
Here is reported an example of picture made with a
box with constant light, and the analysis made by
the software WinCAM NDVI ‐Regent Instruments‐
(Fig. 4).

B

A

Fig. 5. The harvest has been made at 15 cm height (A), to allow
the plant to grow without too much stress (B).

It has been measured also the dry biomass of basil,
drying the biomass at 90°C.

B

RESULTS
In this trial we did not obtain significant results.
The assessment made are all concurring to the same
results. The % of LGC that showed some differences
was assessed 20 days before the final biomass
(Tab.1).

Fig. 4. Picture made with the 1x1m box (A) and its analysis with
the WinCAM software (B) that gave the 24.39% of LGC.

The DIA (Digital Analysis Image) has been made
every 10 days, just before the harvest. The biomass
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Product
TerraSorb
TerraSorb
DiaminBasic
DiaminPower
Aminosol
non trattato
Aminosol
DiaminPower
DiaminBasic

with-without Liberate
without Liberate
with Liberate
with Liberate
without Liberate
with Liberate
not treated
without Liberate
with Liberate
without Liberate

% LGC
08.07.13
31,1
32,8
33,8
34,1
34,4
34,5
35,6
35,7
37,0

DISCUSSION
****
****
****
****
****
****
****
****

****
****
****
****
****
****
****
****

Tab. 1. The % of LGC 20 day before the final harvest, after 5
treatments.

A total of seven biometric assessments have been
done, but there were not statistic differences
between entries in all the data.
The cumulated biomass is the most important factor
that should be analyzed.
The biomass has been harvested five times. In the
Tab. 2 below the results.
Product

TerraSorb
DiaminBasic
TerraSorb
DiaminBasic
DiaminPower
non trattato
Aminosol
Aminosol
DiaminPower

with-without Liberate

without Liberate
with Liberate
with Liberate
without Liberate
without Liberate
not treated
without Liberate
with Liberate
with Liberate
Tab. 2. The cumulated biomass

cumulated
biomass
(g/mq)
1248
1251
1284
1286
1319
1332
1333
1345
1363

****
****
****
****
****
****
****
****
****

Although, differently from 2102, the trial has been
run in the very right season for basil, or may be for
this reason, the foliar application of all the products
to basil didn’t give any consistent response and did
not confirm the 2012 trial.
As underlined before some trends are visible but
without significant differences. Still it is not clear if
the contribution of these products can be more
visible by using different levels of application (in this
trial only the 2 L/ha level has been used) or different
level of water (it has been used only the 170 L/ha
level).
The adjuvant, with these settled parameters, didn’t
allow the expected improvement.
It seems, eventually possible to introduce some
variations:
1) different model plant; basil may just need a
proper application of basal fertilizer to express its
full potentiality: lettuce could be a candidate;
2) lower amount of basal fertilizers in order to
increase differences between treated entries;
3) different product level, over the 2 liter/ha
4) different water quantity, over the 170 liter/ha.

This trend is not significant; the difference below
and over the average is only the 4%.
The statistic difference is difficult to reach with this
small difference.
The only observation that can be made is that
“Diamin®Power with the adjuvant” is the only entry
that is often on the top of many assessments.
Even in the dry biomass there are not significant
differences and the ranking is the same of the fresh
biomass.
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